Retrofitting

modification
rebuilding
complete refurbishment

Nowadays the life-cycle of manufacturing parts is significantly lower than the lifetime of modern machine tools.

In case of a product change, the retooling or retrofitting of an existing production line is a great and cost efficient alternative to a new investment.

Having done more than 100 machine modifications and complete machine retrofittings, we have an excellent experience in this field.

In these regards we can offer a great scope of services from small machine extensions up to rebuilding/retrofitting of complete production lines.

Service overview

- consulting & process engineering
- complete or partial retrofitting (mechanical and/or electrical)
- recommissioning of modified/retrofitted production lines incl. process
- modification/retooling for new/different workpieces
- technical assistance during the entire project phase
Service
highly skilled & motivated

The ELHA service-team for back office and field service ensures shortest reaction times to avoid or rather to reduce downtimes. 
our service provides…

- international hotline support by qualified personnel
- preventive maintenance and repair
- repair services by highly skilled service engineers
- remote service
- individual maintenance-/service agreements
- preventive maintenance packages
- quick and reliable response
- strong cooperation partners in the USA and Asia

Original spare parts
fast, accurate & reliable

- short reaction times
- high availability of spare parts
- worldwide shipping
- managing of consignment stock
- individual spare part advices
- spare part packages

Service hotline
International hotline support by qualified personnel

Training
intensive & well structured

ELHA provides qualified training courses and practical tutorials to enable and ensure save and effective programming, set up, run off and monitoring of your ELHA machinery. Our training program also includes suitable courses for preventive maintenance of mechanical and electrical components.

Used machines
Same as new & tailored configuration

Decide for a used but completely rebuild ELHA machine. Due to specific buy back of used machinery, we are able to offer you different used machines. We carry out rebuilding, retrofitting and retooling of these machines according to your requirements.
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